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01 Introducing ecoGator 

WHY ECOGATOR? 

SIMPLIFYING A COMPLEX WORLD OF APPLIANCES

The energy efficiency of many electric products has improved greatly in recent 
years, but due to the sheer number of them on the market, it is harder than ever  
to get a clear overview of which ones are truly energy-efficient. 

This is particularly important as cheap products may well be inefficient and come 
with an unexpected sting in the tail. The price at point of sale is only part of the  
total cost of an appliance – inefficient appliances may have very high lifetime running 
costs, eclipsing the purchase price. With some product lifetimes running up to ten 
years or more, energy use adds up.

In addition, the way consumers access information is changing rapidly, with  
significant impacts on the purchase decision-making process. Easily accessible online 
information allows consumers to directly search and compare products, and is to 
an extent replacing in-store advisory services. Websites, online fora, social media and 
blogs are now widely accepted and used by consumers for price and product  
comparisons.

“Today’s consumers are not passive. They care about what they buy –  
they want to know where it comes from, what it’s made of,  
who made it, and whether it’s good for them and good for the planet.  
The energy consumer is as active as the high street shopper checking  
the product label or ‘best before’ date. We need to support them to 
make sustainable choices.”

 
Miguel Arias Canete, European Commissioner for Climate Action and Energy  

(at the EUSEW Awards Ceremony, 2015)

01
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Futurezone 
App of the Year Award 2014

Nominated for ecodesign Award 2015 Android Magazine: Top-App Award 

Nominated for Energy App Award 2015 Nominated for  
Digital Business Award 2015 

European Council for an Energy Efficient 
Economy – eceee 2015 Summer Study 
“Most promising / innovative project  
presented”

Sustainable Energy Europe Award 
Winner 2015 

Category: Energy Efficiency

LIST OF ACCOLADES RECEIVED BY ECOGATOR APP
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01  Introducing ecoGator 

WHAT THE USERS SAY

Martin S. (Austria)  
Sehr hilfreich! Interessante Tipps, informative Quizzes und praktischer 
Scanner zum Vergleich der Energieeffizienz von Haushaltselektronik und 
Lampen. 

Núria R. (Spain)  
Muy recomendable Con esta aplicación puedo ahorrar y ademas proteger 
el medio ambiente. Recomiendo su descarga 100% :)

ChristoF M. (United Kingdom)  
Perfect Thanks 

Marc B. (Spain)  
Muy útil. Estoy convencido que la usaré en cuanto tenga que renovar 
algun electrodoméstico! Siempre viene bien ahorrar y ser más eficiente con 
el planeta! Excelente

Jowita O. (Poland)   
Super! Jestem eco!

ECOGATOR APP

Category: Lifestyle / Shopping

Installations: 10,000 – 50,000

User Rating: 4.2   

Country Versions: Austria, Belgium, 

 Czech Republic, France, 

 Germany, Greece, 

 Poland, Slovenia, 

 Spain, UK  

Download the app free of charge on:

ECOGATOR – ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE PALM  
OF YOUR HAND
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BRIDGING THE INFORMATION GAP: 

ECOGATOR’S FEATURES
 
The ecoGator app – available on Android and iOS – empowers consumers to achieve 
energy efficiency with every appliance purchase, and live more sustainable lifestyles 
away from the shop floor.

Through these unique features, ecoGator fills a current gap in the retail sector by  
providing up-to-date advice about energy-efficient and sustainable purchases and use  
of products directly at the point of sale.

Innovative scanning function 
ecoGator is the first app which can read and process data from a product’s EU energy 
label by simply using a smartphone camera. After scanning the label, a traffic light 
system clearly indicates if the product belongs to the most efficient 20 % of products 
on the market in its category. Labels can be scanned for the following categories: 
TVs, fridges, freezers, dishwashers, washing machines and tumble dryers

The app automatically detects the product’s category based on its label, and calculates 
its electricity cost both per year and for a given product lifetime, giving a fuller  
picture of lifetime running costs. The app also allows users to create personal watch-
lists and shopping profiles. 

Energy cost calculator
ecoGator translates abstract efficiency ratings into energy costs over the entire product 
lifetime. Electricity costs for one year and for the assumed product use phase  
(with a default lifetime value, which can be easily adjusted by the user) are calculated 
immediately based on the annual energy consumption declared on the label.

A powerful product database
Products can be ranked against a built-in database of the most energy-efficient 
products in each category. Saving product information quickly and easily in-app and 
being able to compare it with the best performing products nationally is one of 
the application’s added values, and is a unique way of helping customers make an 
informed purchase decision. The database covers lighting, televisions and white 
goods.

Encouraging sustainable lifestyles
Gamification elements – such as quizzes and tips – encourage more frequent use 
and build up knowledge of how consumers can make their homes more efficient.

1.

2.

3.

4.

02
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A COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT DATABASE 

The app provides an up-to-date list of available best-performing products based on 
national Topten data. Topten is an independent international programme which  
creates a dynamic benchmark for the most energy-efficient products. 

Users can directly compare the product features and energy consumption of their 
chosen appliances against data for the best-performing products in given category, 
providing added value for comparison of different products. The Topten product  
rating relies on labels and standardised declarations from manufacturers – for example, 
EU energy label regulations for household appliances.

DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES 

The app’s energy label scanner is key to its unique functionality, giving consumers 
a simple, clear, and contextual way of understanding the data on EU energy labels. 
However, developing and testing this function turned out be very challenging,  
complex and time-consuming. After several iterations aimed at improving the scanner’s 
performance, it now works well for a large share of labels and smartphones,  
but still not for all of either – the latter primarily due to the wide variety of Android 
devices on the market. 

Successful use depends on good in-store lighting as well as the quality and accuracy 
of the label itself. It became apparent during the testing phase that for a significant 
share of product labels, manufacturers do not correctly follow the standard layout 
stipulated in the relevant labelling directives. 

Development and testing was done based on three app prototypes, with upscaled 
functionalities for Android and iOS respectively. Several beta versions were tested by 
all partners to eliminate bugs and problems.

WALKTHROUGH OF MAIN SCREENS

10
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TEST STATION: 

SCAN THE LABEL 

Scan label from a printed version of this brochure.

11

To test the label scan, download the app  

free of charge on:
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GAMIFICATION – KEEPING USERS ENGAGED  

BEYOND THE SHOP FLOOR 

ecoGator does not only have a powerful shopping assistant function, but also provides 
a day-to-day mode which encourages users to lead more sustainable lifestyles and 
use the app on a more regular basis. 

These ‘gamification’ elements have proven crucial to its success – particularly since  
users fortunately tend to make purchase decisions only (and so use the app in-store) 
a few times per year. 

BRINGING ENERGY SAVINGS HOME WITH QUIZZES,  

TIPS AND SOCIAL SHARING

These ‘gamified’ elements include energy-saving tips, a news section, social media 
sharing, quizzes and ‘challenges’, all making it more attractive for users to use  
the app on a more regular basis, while at the same time gaining knowledge of how 
to make their homes more efficient without buying a new appliance. 

To encourage households to become more eco-friendly, specific categories in the 
app provide additional information on how to save energy and lead sustainable 
lifestyles. 

This additional information is revealed to the user in form of tips and hints, after 
which the user is quizzed on this content. In addition, the user is invited to rate  
if the tip was beneficial or useful, providing feedback for the app’s provider. 

A personalised ‘favourite list’ also enables the user to save and collect the most  
interesting tips. Afterwards, the user is invited to put learned knowledge into practice 
and perform weekly and/or monthly challenges, which can be easily integrated into 
their daily lives. This enables users to put everything they have learned into practice. 

A more general quiz component invites users to test their understanding of saving 
energy in the household. Each quiz consists of randomised questions from different 
thematic fields. After the user answers a question, the solution is displayed in the 
form of an explanatory text complemented by a useful tip. The emphasis lies on  
the ‘fun factor’ to sustain and enhance user engagement and motivation. Through 
these gamification elements the app attempts to impact behaviour change.
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BEHAVIOUR CHANGE OBJECTIVES THROUGH  

REGULAR APP USE

 Encourage users to lead more sustainable lifestyles – via improving energy- 
saving knowledge, and in doing so decreasing households’ ecological foot-
prints.

HOW ECOGATOR APPEALS TO USERS TO ENCOURAGE  

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

 The app allows users to earn points for energy-efficient behaviour, enabling 
them to compete against friends, and to beat the high score.

 Real prizes can be won via ecoGator challenges. For example, users must earn 
a certain amount of points in order to be eligible for a prize raffle of the most 
energy-efficient products. Once they have collected enough points, they  
simply enter a valid email address in the app and confirm their participation.

CONSUMER STORY
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ENERGY SAVING TIPS

03 Bringing sustainable lifestyles home 
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04 ecoGator’s impact 

04
The main objective of the myEcoNavigator initiative – co-funded by the EU programme 
IEE and conducted by a consortium of 11 partners from 9 European countries –  
is to support consumers in their purchase decisions by providing up-to-date infor-
mation about the most energy-efficient products on the market and by supporting 
consumers in leading energy efficient and eco-conscious lifestyles. 

The Europe-wide campaign supports customers by providing simple, easily digestible, 
and interactive information on the most energy-efficient products on the market via 
the ecoGator app.

While the campaign specifically targeted the so-called ’early adopters’, it also tried 
to reach the more than 70 % of European households that are connected to the 
internet.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT WERE  

VERY AMBITIOUS:

 Drive demand for more efficient and sustainable products and solutions by 
providing mobile, accessible and user-friendly information that will encourage 
consumers to choose these products

 Fill the current gap in the retail sector by providing up-to-date advice about 
energy efficient and sustainable purchase and use of products directly at the 
point of sale

 Support awareness of especially younger consumers for energy efficient pur-
chase and ecologically-sound behaviour in everyday life

 Support the effective implementation of labelling regulations for white goods, 
TV sets, and domestic lighting
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27,000
downloads of 

the ecoGator app

65,000
ecoGator postcards  

distributed

9
national websites 

created

58
cooperation agreements 

with key actors 
& initiatives

8
short films on the  

ecoGator app produced

108
million media reach

140,000
website sessions

68,000
social media fans and 

followers

72
presentations given to 

peer audiences

THE MAIN RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

HUGE POTENTIAL

ecoGator was launched in October 2014, and by January 2016 some 27,000 
smartphone and tablet users had installed it.

However, the potential for expansion remains huge – as a result of the stand-
ardised EU label format, ecoGator could be used across the entire European 
market – and it is hoped that the project will produce accumulated energy 
savings of 1.4 TWh by 2020. By highlighting the best-performing appliances 
and better informing citizens, ecoGator can play a key role in helping Europe 
meet its energy efficiency targets.
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58,700
times used

165,000
quiz questions answered

4:20 
minutes used  

on average

15,000 
watchlists for  

individual products

180,000 
tips read by  

ecoGator users

18,200 
label scans

04 ecoGator’s impact 

different language versions of the ecoGator app rolled out for product identifica-
tion and in-store advice

national web portals and social media channels (Twitter, Facebook) dedicated to 
sustainable and energy-efficient products and their energy- and eco-conscious 
use established

million households reached through of key actors’ promotion channels (especially 
energy utilities, online shopping portals, online media, NGOs)

presentations on EU level given

Involvement of national and international stakeholders and experts, including 
via a stakeholder workshop in Brussels, examining the implications and lessons 
learnt in the EU context of ecoGator as a shopping advisor for energy-efficient 
products and home energy saving guide and in relation to draft new regulations 
for labelling (A-G concept, product database, and enforcement).

SAVINGS ACHIEVED THROUGH THE ECOGATOR APP

11

9

108

10
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AWARDS & NOMINATIONS

EU Sustainable Energy Award 2015 
ecoGator won the EU Sustainable Energy Award in the category Energy Efficiency  
on June 16th 2015. The winners were selected by a high-level jury after a record 373  
entries were received. The awards reward a broad variety of projects – from local  
initiatives to industry-wide programmes. The award was handed over by Miguel  
Arias Cañete, European Commissioner for climate action and energy, and by Jerzy 
Buzek, Member of the European Parliament.

Speaking at the awards ceremony, Miguel Arias Cañete said that the winners were 
chosen because they represent unique ideas which put the consumer at the centre 
of the energy system – in line with the EU's plans for the Energy Union.

App of the year – Futurezone 
In November 2014 the ecoGator app was awarded the ‘App of the year 2014’ prize 
by futurezone.at, Austria’s leading technology portal. ecoGator won the award 
from a shortlist of 10 nominated apps, which were selected by user voting and  
by an independent expert jury, focusing on outstanding innovation and high levels 
of service.

Most promising / innovative project – eceee 2015 Summer Study 
The ecoGator paper and poster presentation was voted the most promising/innova-
tive project presented at the eceee Summer Study 2015 on energy efficiency.

Android Magazine: Top-App award 
The well-established German-language Android Magazine awarded ecoGator its 
weekly Top-App award in both its print and online editions. In addition, their experts 
produced a short review video testing and presenting the app’s main functionalties. 
The Android Magazine gave it an excellent review and recommended it highly.
 

Nominations
 Digital Business Award 2015
 Energy App Award 2015 
 Ecodesign Award 2015 
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ecoGator 
A smartphone App building  
on the EU Energy Label

Authors: Kerstin Schilcher, Thomas Bogner (both Austrian Energy Agency); Sophie Attali (Guide Topten) 
Correspondence: Austrian Energy Agency, Mariahilfer Straße 136, 1150 Wien, Austria. Email: kerstin.schilcher@energyagency.at
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union. Neither the EASME nor the European 
Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.   

Co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe

Programme of the European Union

TRY TO SCAN 
THIS LABEL

INNOVATIVE   
SCANNING  
FUNCTION

ecoGator is the first app which 
can read and process data from 
the EU energy label by simply 
using a smartphone camera.

 After scanning the label, a traf-
fic light system clearly indica-
tes if the product belongs to the 
most efficient 20 % of all products 
on the market. As a result of the 
standardised EU label format, 
ecoGator can be potentially used 
in the entire European market.

The app automatically detects 
the product category based on 
the label (layout) affixed to the  
respective appliance. Via the 
scan, the app calculates the elec-
tricity cost per year as well as for 
a given product lifetime. 

‘gamification’ elements – such as 
quizzes and tips – encourage more fre-
quent use and at the same time builds 
up knowledge of how citizens can make 
their homes more efficient.

ecoGator offers many features surrounding 
the topic of electricity and saving energy in 
everyday life. In the app consumers will find 
fast, effective and cost-effective energy-sa-
ving tips in six categories: Food & Cooking, 
Washing & Cleaning, Home Office & Enter-
tainment, Lighting & Heating, Bath & Re-
laxation, and Outdoor.

You are already an energy-saving profes-
sional and know all the tips and tricks by 
heart? Then you can test your knowledge in 
an energy quiz. In addition, ecoGator pro-
vides regular updates on news, innovation 
aspects and trends relating to energy effi-
ciency.

The ecoGator app offers consumers 
a low-cost method of achieving energy 
efficiency with every appliance purcha-
se. In addition, it helps consumers lead a 
more sustainable lifestyle.

Developed through the myEcoNavigator 
project, the new smartphone app supports 
consumers in their purchase decisions by 
providing information about the most ener-
gy efficient products on the market. For this 
purpose, the app provides a list of up-to-
date actual available best performing pro-
ducts based on the respective national 
Topten product lists. The user can directly 
compare the product features and energy 
consumption of the chosen appliances.

The app is easy to use and can be acces-
sed through smartphones for product iden-
tification and in-store advice. ecoGator was 
launched in October 2014, and by summer 
2015 some 15 000 users had already instal-
led the app on their smartphone.

 Success stories – ecoGator across Europe

05
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AUSTRIA

AUSTRIAN ENERGY AGENCY 
Website: www.myeconavigator.at

Team Members: Thomas Bogner, Kerstin Schilcher, Rosemarie Sempelmann, Bernd Schäppi

NATIONAL TV FEATURE

ecoGator was promoted and tested on the popular consumer affairs TV programme 
Heute Konkret on ORF, the Austrian national public service broadcaster. Heute Konkret 
airs daily at 18:30 and has an enormous reach. The programme routinely tests  
products and services, as well as giving tips and guidance on daily life. A special focus 
is on sustainability, as well as environmental and climate protection. 

ecoGator was presented as the ‘app-tip of the week’. The ecoGator clip lasted for 
02:40 minutes and introduced the main functions of the app, including a test scan  
of an energy label. The presenter was very enthusiastic about the app, giving it an 
excellent review and recommending it highly.

INFOSCREEN AUSTRIA

INFOSCREEN has more than 1,100 screens in and around public transport in Vienna, 
Graz, Linz, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt and Eisenstadt (metro carriages and bus stations, 
trams and buses) and is therefore one of Austria's mass media channels with the 
greatest coverage. Just under 1.3 million people use INFOSCREEN to gain information 
on world affairs, politics, culture, sports and events. INFOSCREEN reaches more  
than 50% of the population in the 14+ target group in Vienna alone. In October 2014, 
ecoGator was presented as INFOSCREEN’s app-tip of the week. The clip introduced 
the main functions of the app and emphasised that ecoGator can help you save energy 
in your daily life by providing useful tips.

ECOGATOR TV CLIP

Date 24.10.2014
Reach 320.000
App downloads 1.300

ORF

INFOSCREEN (photo montage)
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GERMANY

CO2ONLINE
Website: www.ecogator.de 

Team Member: Boris Demrovski

Screenshot of the one-off mailing

05 Success stories – ecoGator across Europe

MASS MAILOUTS

In addition to co2online’s app updates on its websites and social media channels,  
it also made use of its established newsletter and dialogue marketing tools to promote 
the campaign and increase the number of ecoGator app downloads. During the 
campaign period the app was promoted in 6 different co2online newsletters,resulting 
in over 80,000 subscribers receiving information about the campaign and the app 
via e-mail.

To generate a critical number of app downloads a one-off newsletter was sent to over 
30,000 subscribers as the app launched in September 2014, with 200 downloads 
following directly. This was a segmented target group of consumers using co2online’s 
online iESA (interactive Energy Savings Account) tool. The subscribers were also asked 
to review the app and to rate it in the app stores. 
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CZECH REPUBLIC 

SEVEn, The Energy Efficiency Center
Website: www.ecogator.cz 

Team Member: Michal Staša

MAKING THE NEWS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

MF DNES is the most-read daily newspaper in the Czech Republic, with a print run 
of over 600,000. On December 3rd, 2014, the ecoGator app was featured in a 
special section devoted to households and appliances. In the wake of the article,  
the app was downloaded more than 700 times. 

Czech public TV – CT24
ecoGator was featured in an interview segment on the CT24 TV channel’s @online 
TV magazine programme in September 2015. CT24 is primarily a news channel with 
regular magazines, mostly about economics and general news issues, and the  
@online magazine is devoted to new technology, the internet, consumer electronics 
and related. It is estimated that the interview reached between 25,000 and 50,000 
viewers. 

GREECE 

KEPKA, Consumer Protection Centre
Website: www.ecogator.gr

Team Member: Anna Dragatsika

HOUSEHOLD ENERGY SAVINGS WORKSHOPS

Greek consumers are relatively unfamiliar with the use of the smartphones and apps. 
Therefore the focus was on training workshops: the six consumer workshops open  
to all citizens of Thessaloniki for training were a great success.  
The workshops were co-organised with the Municipality of Thessaloniki on better 
financial management of the household and ecoGator was presented as one of the 
tools available for consumers to reduce their electricity bills and to choose better  
and more efficient appliances.

CT24
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SLOVENIAS

MIPOR, International Consumer Research Institute
Website: www.zeleniprihranki.si

Team Member: Urša Šmid

PRESS CONFERENCE – PUTTING JOURNALISTS INTO ACTION

In November 2014, the Slovenian partner MIPOR organised a press conference to 
launch ecoGator in the largest domestic appliance shop centre in Slovenia, enabling 
journalists to try the app for themselves.

The press conference resulted in more than ten journalists publishing stories in 
different media – in print, online, and via the national press agency, which meant 
multiplied coverage on local radio, newspapers and TV stations. This led to an 
estimated reach of 500,000 and more than 400 app downloads in the days after the 
press conference. The information was also published:

 on national TV  

 on national radio and popular commercial radio Center  

 on a special broadcast called 'Saving First' on national radio

05 Success stories – ecoGator across Europe

MIPORMIPOR
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GOOGLE ADWORDS – MAXIMISING EXPOSURE

To promote ecoGator in France, Guide Topten concentrated on press releases,  
banners and more importantly on Google AdWords advertising. A specialist consultant 
was hired for this task, meaning significant capacity could be used to improve and 
fine-tune the campaign, and to ensure maximum reach.

The publication of a press release coupled with a Google AdWords campaign, 
achieved the best results (around 1,050 downloads between October 2014 and 
October 2015, with a further 2,000 downloads during the second wave of publicity 
between November 2015 and January 2016).

Beyond AdWords, the press release was a valuable tool for brand awareness –  
not only for the app (in terms of direct downloads and indirect synergies with other 
outreach tools) but also for Guide Topten itself. 

FRANCEK

GUIDE TOPTEN 
Website: blog.guidetopten.fr

Team Members: Sophie Attali, Christel Broussous

BELGIUMS

BOND BETER LEEFMILIEU
Website: www.ecogator.be

Team Member: Bernard Govaert

GOOGLE ADWORDS

BBL reached consumers by promoting ecoGator with Google AdWords. BBL created 
an account as an NGO and received a basic package of support by Google Benelux for 
setting up an online campaign. This support was vital as it allowed micro-level, 
detailed control over the online advertising, ensuring a high conversion rate and  
a lot of downloads.

BBL targeted one clear goal: increasing the number of downloads of the app.  
BBL limited the target audience, selected a specific set of search words and made 
several test advertisements, visible on specific (energy-related) websites.  
These were enhanced during the campaign to obtain a better result. An emphasis  
was put on the fact that the app was free and people could save energy and money. 
During the campaign run the Belgian app was downloaded almost 3,000 times. 
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POLAND

FEWE, Polish Foundation for Energy Efficiency
Website: www.ecogator.fewe.pl

Team Member: Anna Bogusz

SPAIN

ECOSERVEIS
Website: www.ecogator.es

Team Members: Cristina Ramos, Marta Garcia

HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITION – MASTER ECOGATOR,  

WIN A SMARTPHONE

Between October 1st and December 31st 2015, students from high schools across  
Poland were invited to participate in a competition to raise awareness of the ecoGator 
app. By reaching 10,000 points on the app – through quizzes, challenges and other 
tasks – students were placed into a raffle to win a smartphone, with their schools 
receiving a package of interactive educational tools on renewable energy. 

The competition was successful in its main objective of raising interest among young 
people about energy conservation and climate protection, with a noted increase of 
app downloads during the competition – 466 app downloads. In total, 93 students 
qualified for the raffle. 

Further exposure came via the Polish ecoGator website, Facebook and Twitter feeds.

BOOSTING DOWNLOADS

Ecoserveis reached consumers by promoting ecoGator through a Google AdWords 
campaign. Further exposure came via the Spanish website and their social media 
activities.

05 Success stories – ecoGator across Europe
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06 Policy recommendations & next steps

06
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS –  

CONSIDERATIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT  

IN THE CONTEXT OF ENERGY LABELLING

The consortium of the project succeeded in making available the first smartphone 
app which can read and process data directly from the EU energy label for most 
relevant categories of home appliances and TVs.

Since the completion of the project and the policy development process for a revised 
EU energy labelling regulation took place in the same period (Mid 2015 – Mid 2016), 
the consortium would like to emphasise some key findings from genuine application 
tools in the market for appliances – in particular the smartphone app ecoGator – 
based on the EU energy labelling framework. These insights gained from this pilot 
action for enhanced guidance, supporting consumers at the point of sale in identifying 
the most efficient products, are intended to benefit stakeholders.

PREREQUISITES FOR INFORMED PURCHASE DECISIONS 

REGARDING HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

Consumers must:
 Immediately understand whether a product in a shop or online belongs to the 

most efficient share on the market.  
Labels indicate the respective efficiency class, but do not provide contextual 
information – meaning it is hard to know if a specific energy class or energy 
efficiency index (EEI) is actually the best available on the market. For example, 
A+++ ratings are available for some product types whereas others only go  
up to A+.

 Easily get insight on the expected total costs (purchase price and running 
costs over lifetime) of a given product.  
Since the price at point of sale is only part of the total cost of an appliance – 
inefficient appliances or large appliances may have very high lifetime running 
costs, eclipsing the purchase price. With some product lifetimes running up  
to ten years or more, energy use adds up.

 Understand all of the information provided on a product’s label beyond its 
energy efficiency class, such as functional parameters like washing performance 
and the meaning of symbols. 
Applications such as ecoGator enable this more comprehensive understanding 
and are therefore essential to increase consumer awareness and empowerment.
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With the reform of the EU labelling framework legislation on 26 November 2015 
the Council of the European Union has reached a general approach on the proposal  
for a Regulation setting a framework for energy efficiency labelling (COM (2015) 
341, issued in July 2015), containing the key elements of a label, limited to A – G 
classes and equipped with a Quick Response (QR) code or any other appropriate 
consumer- oriented means, and a database serving the needs for dealers, market 
surveillance authorities and the final customer.

In the light of the revised labelling concept the following aspects are suggested to 
be considered in the policy making process of EU energy labelling:

 Harmonisation of the design of individual labels to ensure enabled machine 
reading, for example via apps, even with limited performance of the in-built 
camera. In particular it is necessary to include defined alignment of product 
data and format of numeric values. 

 Include a QR Code or similar features on labels with enhanced capability 
– both on physical labels in shops and labels displayed online. Product data –  
contained on the label – should be encoded for example in the QR code 
alongside a URL linking to the product entry in the future EU labelling database. 

This solution would allow instantaneous processing of the product information  
by a smartphone app – even if there is no or very limited connection to the internet. 
Subsequently the data of individual labels could be stored, compared and further 
contextualised by applying best in class benchmarks and actual electricity tariffs. 

A future incorporation of these features and functionalities as an open and uniform 
standard would allow public or private bodies at national and EU level to further 
improve developed tools and services like the ecoGator app, aiming at the best 
possible support of consumers in their individual selection of most efficient products 
and enabling significant savings of energy and costs.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND NEXT STEPS 

The prize-winning ecoGator app will be continuously maintained, updated and 
improved by the project partners, even after the completion of the project in  
January 2016. 

The prolonged operation of ecoGator is granted by the thorough integration of  
the app within all partners’ ongoing activities in the field of consumer information  
for sustainable energy use.

ecoGator is also offered to key market players as a ‘white label’ version.  
Based on specific cooperation agreements the app’s core functionalities, like the 
label scanner, will be made available to be used in other apps published by third  
parties, increasing the leverage of this shopping guidance tool throughout Europe.
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App Programming
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App Design
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Austrian Energy Agency
Austria – www.energyagency.at
Thomas.Bogner@energyagency.at

European Environmental Bureau 
Belgium – www.eeb.org
stephane.arditi@eeb.org

KEPKA, Consumers Protection Centre 
Greece – www.kepka.org
consumers@kepka.org

FEWE, Polish Foundation for Energy 
Efficiency, Poland – www.fewe.pl
a.bogusz@fewe.pl 

SEVEn, The Energy Efficiency Center
Czech Republic – www.svn.cz
michal.stasa@svn.cz

EVOLARIS 
Austria – www.evolaris.net
Gert.Breitfuss@evolaris.net 

Guide Topten
France – www.guidetopten.fr
sattali@sowatt.net 

MIPOR, International Consumer Research 
Institute, Slovenia – www.zps.si
ursa.smid@zps.si

Bond Beter Leefmilieu
Belgium – www.bondbeterleefmilieu.be
bernard.govaert@bblv.be

co2online gGmbH
Germany – www.co2online.de
Boris.Demrovski@co2online.de

Ecoserveis
Spain – www.ecoserveis.net
cristina@ecoserveis.net
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